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Abstract

The purpose of this study was to investigate the difference of exercise intensity among the single, section and 24 movements
Tai Chi that could be provide to design the plate for Tai Chi training. Our hypothesis was no significant difference among the
different type in exercise intensity. We used the heart rate recorder (CARDIOrt.GT5) to record the subject’s heart rate during
practice Tai Chi and the rating of perceived exertion scale of Borg’s 10 points to record the feel of subject after each prac tice.
There were 9 students from Chinese Culture University that served as subjects in this study. They need to practice each type of
Tai Chi 10 minutes contiguously. The result supported our hypothesis that no significant difference among each types of Tai
Chi in exercise intensity. Based on the results obtained, our conclusion can be made: single and section movement Tai Chi
could be replace the 24 movements Tai Chi in exercise intensity.
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Abstract

The purpose of this study was compare the different level golf players in golf swing of forearm muscles activate in downswing.
Twelve national Taiwan sport university golf team students and chang-chung university golf team students join this experiment.
The Motion Analysis System with 8 high speed cameras at 250 Hz was used to identify a downswing phases (Forward phase
and acceleration phase) of the swing The Biovision SystemO(1000Hz) to capture forearm extension and flexion muscles
activation. Every subjects use 5 iron performed 10 times as possible as near the maximums club head speed. The Independent
t-test were used to test the significant difference at the alpha level .05 between the elite and non-elite players from data. The
result found in forward phase, the lead-hand extension and flexion muscles have similar activate between two groups, but the
non-elite players were significantly bigger than elite players in acceleration phase. It is mean the non-elite players have higher
reaction force in lead-hand medial and lateral elbow at impact, it will cause high injury chance. The elite players were bigger
than non-elite players in trail-hand extension muscle, but in flexion muscle is opposite. In acceleration phase, two groups were
similar activation in extension muscle, but the elite players were bigger than non-elite players in flexion muscle.  The
trail-hand medial elbow is the same condition with the lead-hand.  The study suggest the non-elite players need to reduce two
forearm activation and  emphasize  that others muscle’s activation.
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